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never put down my horn or ngoni over the period of my professional hiatus. A few
years back now, following getting sober and finally maturing on an emotional and
spiritual level, I have returned full force to the music world on a full-time professional
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basis.
Following putting the Mark Fox Quartet+ together in the Fall of 2015, we were offered
a record deal at the debut concert the band performed. Into the studio in December
of 2015, we have continued to play and grow over the past months, and are now
releasing our debut album, "Three Octaves Above the Sun" at Dazzle Jazz, the
premiere jazz club in the Denver, CO market. Scott Thompson PR has come on board
as our publicist and we are currently working toward touring internationally and
ongoing on the top levels of the jazz market.
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Joseph Hasty
The best show I ever attended was Tony Bennett last October. At 90
years young, he still has "it." The first jazz record I bought was Joe
Pass in 1977.
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I love jazz because of its freedom. I was first exposed to jazz... via
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"Journey in Satchidananda", Alice Coltrane/Pharoah Sanders and "Kind
of Blue" with Miles, Trane, Cannonball.
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Nigel Campbell
I love jazz because it capture emotions and stimulates both sides of
my brain. I was first exposed to jazz very early from my father's record
collection containing the pioneers of jazz from the 1940s and 50s.
Chauvinistic pride in all things Caribbean led me to the jazz fusion
exercises that were taking place in the there and specifically my island of Trinidad.
The first jazz record I bought was by Caribbean jazz pianist Clive Zanda, whose music
led me to Monty Alexander and others. I have since become a promoter and have met
most Caribbean jazz musicians. A special kind of musician.
The best show I ever attended was Pat Metheny during his "The Way Up" tour. All that
music for the one tune performed perfectly, and "no sheet music" for cues. Musicians
and players must have a bar or a goal. In my estimation, Metheny is an apt bar to
broach.
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